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Abstract: In this work, the dynamics of the bioconvection process of gravitactic microorganisms en-
closed in a rectangular cavity, is analyzed. The dimensionless cell and energy conservation equations
are coupled with the vorticity-stream function formulation. Then, the effects of the bioconvection
Rayleigh number and the heating source on the dynamics of microorganisms are discussed. The
results based in streamlines, concentration and temperature contours are obtained through numerical
simulations considering eight different configurations of symmetrical and asymmetrical heat sources.
It is concluded that microorganisms accumulate in the warmer regions and swim through the cooler
regions to reach the surface. They form cells for each heat source, but at high concentrations, they
form a single stable cell. The results presented here can be applied to control and to understand the
dynamics of microorganisms with discrete heat sources.

Keywords: bioconvection; gravitactic microorganisms; dynamics of microorganisms; numerical
simulation

1. Introduction

The bioconvection phenomenon is a wide field of research nowadays. Different
applications are indentified to bioconvection such as biological systems [1]. It is crucial
to analyze the main factors that influence the patters’ behavior formed by the swimming
microorganisms produced by a different stimuli. Kuznetsov [2] analyzed the effect of
vibration on the stability of a suspension of negatively geotactic microorganisms, in a
fluid layer of finite depth. According to his results, at a high-frequency vibration, there
is an effect of stabilization of bioconvection. Suggesting that, the high-frequency can be
used as a control of bioconvection in laboratory experiments. Kuznetsov [3] studied the
onset of thermo-bioconvection in a dilute suspension of oxytactic microorganisms. Here,
a shallow fluid layer of the suspension heated from below resulted to be less stable than
under isothermal conditions. Alloui et al. [4], investigated the effect of heating or cooling
from below, on the stability of a suspension of motile gravitactic microorganisms, in a
shallow fluid layer. They found that the thermal effects may either stabilize or destabilize
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the suspension and decrease or increase the wavelength of the bioconvective pattern.
Nield and Kuznetsov [5] applied linear stability analysis on the onset of bioconvection
in a horizontal layer of fluid, containing a suspension of motile microorganisms, with
heating or cooling from below. They found that the stability boundary depends on the
values of the Lewis and Prandtl numbers and the oscillatory convection could be the
favored mode of instability when the layer is heating from the bottom. The change in
a favored mode from monotonic to oscillatory is accompanied by a jump to a smaller
value of the wavenumber and a jump in frequency from zero to a finite nonzero value. In
addition, the relationship between the Rayleigh and the gyrotactic numbers was found.
Alloui et al. [6] investigated the effect of heating or cooling from below, of a square
enclosure, on the development of gravitactic bioconvection. Here, the influence of thermo-
effects on a bifurcation diagram and the flow structure were presented, reporting that
the heating from below destabilizes the suspension and cooling from below stabilizes it.
Taheri and Bilgen [7] investigated the effect of heating or cooling from below, at constant
temperature and constant heat flux, on the development of gravitactic bioconvection in
vertical cylinders with stress free sidewalls. They presented that the influence of the
thermal effect on the bifurcation diagram and on the pattern of gravitactic bioconvection.
They reported that, heating or cooling from below, at constant temperature and constant
heat flux, the pattern formation of the gravitactic bioconvection is considerably modified.
Niu et al. [8] studied the buoyancy-driven convection of a viscoelastic fluid, saturated
in an open-top porous square box, based in a modified Darcy’s law. They determined
the critical Darcy–Rayleigh number using linear stability analysis. They reported that
a high relaxation time destabilizes and produces bifurcation of the flow pattern, while
high retardation time stabilizes and postpone the bifurcation of the flow, in the porous
medium. Kuznetsov [9] developed a theory of bio-thermal convection in a suspension
containing two species of microorganisms, gyrotactic and oxytactic, exhibing different
taxes. He found one traditional Rayleigh number and two bioconvetion Rayleigh numbers
for gyrotactic and oxytactic microorganisms. Increasing any of the three Rayleigh numbers
decreses the stability of the system. Xun et al. [10] investigated the bioconvection between
two rotating plates immersed in a nanofluid, with temperature dependent viscosity and
thermal conductivity. Their results show that the viscosity variation parameter provokes a
remarkable influence on the local skin friction coefficient and the Sherwood number, the
local Nusselt number and the wall motile microorganisms flux are more sensitive to the
thermal conductivity parameter variation. The aggregation of the motile microorganisms
is presented in the middle of the two plates for a higher bioconvection Peclet number.
Khan et al. [11] studied the steady two-dimensional boundary layer flow of Burgers
bioconvection nanofluid, containing nanoparticles and gyrotactic microorganisms. They
determined that the magnitude of the mass transfer rate of microorganisms augments
the Peclet number and the microorganisms concentration difference parameteris enhaced.
Ramzan et al. [12] studied the heat and mass transfer of a nanofluid with motile gyrotactic
microorganisms. They explored the influence of non-linear radiation, viscous dissipation
and Joule heating on the motile density of microorganisms. Saini et al. [13] investigated
bio-thermal convection in a suspension containing gravitactic microorganisms, saturated
by a fluid within the framework of linear and nonlinear stability theory. They determined
that the bioconvection Rayleigh number destabilizes the onset of biothermal convection
and this effect is more predominant at high migroorganisms’ speed. Zhao et al. [14] applied
a linear stability analysis to investigate the stability of bioconvection, in a suspension of
randomly swimming gyrotactic microorganisms, with heated from below. They reported
that the Lewis number has no effect on the critical value of thermal Rayleigh number, but
has a great influence on the critical bioconvection Rayleigh number. Saini and Sharma [15]
presented the effect of vertical throughflow on the onset of nanofluid thermo-bioconvection,
in a porous media containing gravitactic microorganisms. They found that the critical wave
number is the function of bioconvection, the nanofluid and throughflow parameters. They
also found that vertical throughflow disturbs the formation of the bioconvection pattern,
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which are necessary for the development of bioconvection. Jabrane et al. [16] studied
the influence of the presence of phototactic microorganisms on thermal bioconvection in
horizontal porous annulus.

In a previous publication, Mil-Martínez et al. [17] presented the bioconvection of
gravitactic microorganisms in a rectangular cavity, through linear analysis and numerical
simulation. They reported that the dynamic microorganisms’ behavior is influenced by
the initial spatial distribution. The stability of the system is dependent on the horizontal
wave component that is inversely related to wavelength. The pattern length and the
instability of the process are associated with the horizontal component of the wave number
and the characteristic wavelength, respectively. In this work, we analyze the effect of the
temperature on the dynamics of the gravitactic bioconvection process using eight different
heating configurations in a rectangular cavity. To the authors’ knowledge, there are no
studies that analyze the influence of discrete heat sources on the orientation and spatial
distribution of microorganisms in the bioconvective process.

2. Formulation of the Problem

Figure 1 shows gravitactic microorganisms enclosed in a two dimensional rectangular
cavity of height H and width L, referred to Cartesian coordinates (x′1,x′2). Microorganisms
tend to swim upward at (x′2). In addition, different configuration of discrete temperature
are established at bottom and upper wall as shown Figure 1.

Figure 1. Different heating conditions analyzed in this work.
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2.1. Dimensionless Equations

The system is governed by the set of Equations (4)–(7), the same coupled-equation-
system was used by Alloui et al. [4] and Mil-Martínez et al. [17]. The set of dimensionless
parameters are:

t = t′
Dm

H2 , x1 =
x′1
H

, x2 =
x′2
H

, (1)

ũ = u′
H

Dm
, ṽ = v′

H
Dm

, ω̃ = ω′
H2

Dm
, (2)

Ψ̃ =
Ψ′

Dm
, ñ =

n′

n̄
, N̄ =

n̄− nb
nu − nb

θ =
T − Th
Th − Tc

(3)

The dimensionless governing equation are:

∂2Ψ̃
∂x2

i
= −ω̃, (4)

∂ω̃

∂t
+ ũi

∂ω̃

∂xi
= Sc

∂2ω̃

∂x2
i
− ScRa

∂ñ
∂x1

+ LeScRaT
∂θ

∂x1
, (5)

∂ñ
∂t

= −∂(ũi + Peγ2)ñ
∂xi

+
∂2ñ
∂x2

i
, (6)

∂θ̃

∂t
+ ũi

∂θ̃

∂xi
= Le

∂2θ̃

∂x2
i

, (7)

where ũi, Ra, RaT , Sc, ñ, T, are the vector velocity, bioconvection Rayleigh number, thermal
Rayleigh number, bioconvection Schmidt number, microorganisms concentration and
temperature, respectively. Pe, Le and γ2 are the bioconvection Peclet number, Lewis
number and a vertical unit vector, respectively. The dimensionless numbers are defined as:

Ra = gn̄ϑ∆ρH3/ρwνDm

RaT = gβ∆TH3/να

Sc = ν/Dm

Pe = V̄mH/Dm

Le = α/Dm

(8)

where α, g, n̄, ϑ, ∆ρ = (ρm − ρw), ν and V̄m are the thermal diffusivity, gravity, dimensional
average concentration of microorganisms, microorganisms volume, difference between
microorganisms and water density, the kinematic diffusivity, and upward velocity of
microorganisms, respectively.

2.2. Boundary Conditions

The set of Equations (4)–(7) are subjected to the following boundary conditions: rigid
walls are asummed, at both the top and the bottom, and no-slip conditions at side walls.
Furthermore, there is no flux of microorganisms through the walls.

Ψ̃ =
∂Ψ̃
∂x1

= 0,
∂ñ
∂x1

= 0
∂θ

∂x1
= 0 at x1 = 0, A, (9)

Ψ̃ =
∂Ψ̃
∂x2

= 0, ñPe− ∂ñ
∂x2

= 0 at x2 = 0, 1, (10)

where A = L/H is the aspect ratio of the cavity. Boundary conditions for temperature
along x2 are shown in Figure 1.
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3. Numerical Simulations

An Alternating Direction Implicit method (ADI) was used to solve the model govern-
ing equations, Equations (4)–(7). A Fortran numerical code was developed using the finite
difference method.

Code Validation

The numerical code was validated by comparing one case reported by Alloui et al. [6]
for Ra = 103, RaT = 4× 103, Pe = Sc = Le = 1 and A = 1. The results presented in
Figure 2 reproduce quantitatively and qualitatively the same iso-patterns of ψ, n, and θ,
which represent dimensionless streamlines, microorganism concentration and temperature
contours, respectively. Note that, heating from below, the microorganisms swim in a
clockwise direction, which provokes an accumulation in the upper right corner, generating
a deformation of the temperature contours.

Figure 2. From left to right Ψ, n, θ. For Ra = 103, RaT = 4× 103 and Sc = Pe = Le = 1.

4. Results and Discussion

The results obtained from the numerical simulations are presented in this section. The
effect of discrete heat sources, set at different positions in the cavity, on the dynamics of the
bioconvective process, is analyzed. Streamlines, concentration and temperature contours of
the eight cases are shown. For each result, the thermal Rayleigh (RaT) was set to 1708 and
the bioconvective Rayleigh (Ra) was increased until numerical convergence was lost. Case
1: the heat source is located in the left half of the bottom of the cavity as shown in Figure 2.
At Ra = 100 a single roll is present in the whole cavity, it depends on the convective process
and the concentration of the microorganisms, as can be seen from Figure 3. From Ra = 500
to Ra = 1500 the formation of a cell starts, indicating competition between convective and
bioconvective processes. The microorganisms swim from the colder region to accumulate
in the warmer region producing concentration plumes, the swimming of microorganisms
contributes to thermal diffusion.

Case 2: the heat source is located in the right half of the bottom of the cavity as
indicated in Figure 2. At Ra = 100 a single roll is present in the whole cavity in the
same way as the case 1. From Ra = 500 to Ra = 1500 the formation of a cell starts,
indicating competition between convective and bioconvective processes. However, at
Ra = 2400 two well-defined cells of different magnitude were formed, the larger one
indicating the swimming of the microorganisms and the smaller the accumulation zone
of the microorganisms. The temperature contours are deformed by the swimming of the
microorganisms. According to the results reported by Alloui et al. [6], the microorganisms
have a uniform distribution preferentially on the right side. This behaviour can be seen
in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Case 1. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 500, 1500
and 2400.

Figure 4. Case 2. Streamline, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless temperature contour
at left, center and right, respectively. Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 500,
1500 and 2400.

Case 3: the heat source is located in the left half of the upper wall of the cavity, (see
Figure 2). At Ra = 100 a single roll indicates the start of the bioconvective process, due
to the absence of buoyancy forces, the temperature contours are affected by this roll, as
is presented in Figure 5. At Ra = 500 the formation of a single cell starts, this cell is
well-defined at Ra = 2300, indicating only a bioconvective process. The formation of a
concentration plume occurs in the heating zone, almost in the central part. The swimming
zone (colder) and the accumulation zone (warmer) are clearly defined. The temperature
contours are influenced by the well-defined cell of microorganisms.
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Figure 5. Case 3. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 600, 1600
and 2300.

Case 4: the heat source is located in the right half of the upper wall of the cavity, as
is presented in Figure 2. The results are very similar to the previous case, a well-defined
cell is depicted, the temperature contours are affected by the cell; however, in this case the
concentration plume is not found (see Figure 6). One explanation is that, although the cell
is well defined, it is also deformed, these deformations affect the formation of the plume.

Figure 6. Case 4. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 600, 1200
and 2500.

Case 5: two non-symmetrical heat sources are placed at the bottom of the cavity (see
Figure 2). At Ra = 100, two cells partially are present, the microorganisms are concentrated
on the upper wall of the cavity, the temperature distribution is well defined around the
sources. In the range of Ra = 2200 to Ra = 3600, the temperature distribution is affected the
bioconvective process, the microorganisms form two concentration plumes ending in three.
During this process a cell is defined which confirms that the swimming of microorganisms
takes place in the cooler zone to concentrate in the warmer zone (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Case 5. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 2200, 3200
and 3600.

Case 6: three symmetrically heat sources are set alternately at the bottom of the cavity,
(as shown in Figure 2). At Ra = 100, three partially-defined cells are presented, a higher
concentration of microorganisms is located in the center of the top wall, and the tempera-
ture distribution is uniform in the cavity. In the range of Ra = 500 to Ra = 1200, three cells
of microorganisms are defined, corresponding to each heat source, increasing the concen-
tration of micro-organisms in the center. Finally at Ra = 2200, the temperature distribution
is affected due to the increased concentration of microorganisms, corresponding to a single
distorted cell. This cell is due to a high concentration of microorganisms in the cavity, they
seek the most suitable structure and swimming direction, (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Case 6. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 500, 1200
and 2200.

Case 7: two symmetrical heat sources are placed at the bottom of the cavity, as is
presented in Figure 2. Two well-defined cells are formed together with the two thermal
plumes, corresponding to each heat source, and the temperature distribution is uniform.
In the range of Ra = 1900 to Ra = 2300, the two cells and thermal plumes remain and
show distortions, due to the increase of microorganisms concentration, which substantially
affects the temperature distribution, (see Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Case 7. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 1900, 2200
and 2300.

Case 8: two symmetrical heat sources are placed at the top, in addition an adiabatic
condition is set at the bottom, as indicated in Figure 2. In the range of Ra = 1700 to
Ra = 2000, the increased concentration of microorganisms generates two or even three
cells, because the microorganisms look for the best arrangement that defines the swimming
and accumulation zones. The swimming dynamics of the microorganisms affects the tem-
perature distribution. The adiabatic condition in the wall generates another temperature
distribution in the cavity, which affect cell formation because the dynamics of the microor-
ganisms seek out the cooler zones to swim to the surface and accumulate in the warmer
zones, see Figure 10.

Figure 10. Case 8. From left to right, streamlines, microorganisms concentration and dimensionless
temperature contours. For Sc = 1, Pe = 1, RaT = 1708 and bioconvective Ra for 100, 1700, 1900
and 2000.
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5. Conclusions

Numerical simulations were performed to analyze the effect of discrete heat sources,
placed at different positions in the cavity, on the dynamics of the bioconvective process.
The principal findings are briefly described as:

• The numerical code developed for this work was validated with results published in
the specialized literature.

• At low Ra numbers the driving force of the convective process are the thermal sources,
and increasing Ra produces the start of the bioconvective process.

• The number of cells generated in the convective process depends on the number of
heat sources and the concentration of microorganisms, this concentration should not
be high.

• For high Ra values, a single cell is generated because the microorganisms look for the
most suitable and efficient way to reach the surface.

• The temperature distribution in the cavity depends on the concentration of microorganisms.
• It is determined that microorganisms swim in colder regions to reach the surface and

accumulate in warmer regions, i.e., close to the heating sources.
• Considering adiabatic conditions, which for this work was the bottom wall, directly

influences the temperature distribution, which in turn impacts the dynamics of the
bioconvective process.

• Wavelength of the concentration contour is related to the number of rolls, as is depicted
on results of Alloui et al. [6] and Mil-Martínez et al. [17]. In all cases the heating
sources affect the wavelength of concentration contour.

• The control of microorganims distribution can be used in bioprocess to separate
contaminants, and to analyze the heat transfer dissipation in micro and nanodevices.

• These results can be applied to control and understand the dynamics of microorgan-
isms with discrete heat sources.
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Nomenclature

A Aspect ratio -
Dm Diffusivity of microorganisms m2s−1

g Gravity ms−2

H Cavity height m
J̃ Dimensionless flux of microorganisms cellm−2s−1

L Cavity width m
Le Lewis number −
n Microorganism concentration cellm−3

nb Bottom concentration of microorganisms cellm−3
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nu Upper concentration of microorganisms cellm−3

n̄ Average concentration of microorganisms cellm−3

N̄ Average dimensionless concentration of microorganisms -
Pe Peclet number -
Ra Rayleigh number -
Sc Schmidt number -
t Dimensionless time −
T Temperature ◦C
Tc Cold wall temperature ◦C
Th Hot wall temperature ◦C
ũ Horizontal component of dimensionless velocity ms−1

ṽ Vertical component of dimensionless velocity ms−1

V̄c Upward microorganisms’ velocity ms−1

x1, x2 Dimensionless coordinate system -
Greek symbols
α Thermal diffusivity m2s−1

ϑ Volume of microorganisms m3

γ Unit vertical vector -
Ψ̃ Dimensionless stream function
ω̃ Dimensionless vorticity
Superscripts
sub Subcritical
sup Supercritical
′ Dimensional variable

Abbreviations
The following abbreviation is used in this manuscript:

ADI Alternating Direction Implicit
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